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JOURNAL SUBMISSION SPECIFICS

Conference publications are handled by different personnel and are handled differently than ASME journal submissions. If you choose to submit your paper to an ASME journal, you are encouraged to do so after the conference has finished.

One major difference between conference and journal submissions is that all conference final .pdfs are considered camera ready. We don’t allow changes to published conference submissions even if problems with the material are later discovered.

IDENTIFYING JOURNAL SUBMISSIONS

If you are unsure if you are asking about a conference or a journal submission, you can identify a journal submission from a conference copyright submission based on the format of the submission number.

Journals:
(Three letters)-(two numbers)-(4 numbers)
Ex: MJA-02-1234

Conferences:
(Conference abbreviation followed by 4-digit year)-(5-digit number)
Ex: IMECE2021-12345

COPYRIGHTS FOR JOURNAL SUBMISSIONS

Publications staff does handle publication copyrights for conferences, but journal copyrights are handled by journal staff.

Any inquires or concerns about a journal copyright will be forwarded to journalcopyright@asme.org for assistance.
OPEN ACCESS FOR JOURNAL SUBMISSIONS

Open access on a conference paper will not be transferred to a journal submission.

Inquires about open access for a conference submission should be sent to conferencepubs@asme.org.

Any inquiries or questions about journal open access will be forwarded to journalcopyright@asme.org for assistance.